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To better understand traumatic brain injury (TBI), various laboratory animal 
experiments have been developed. However, there lacks an effective scaling to connect 
animal TBI models with human brain injuries. With the help of the finite element (FE) 
model, brain mechanical responses such as strains can be predicted, and hence can serve 
as a parameter to facilitate animal to human scaling, as these tissue-level strains directly 
link to neuronal damage. In this thesis, first, a comprehensive comparison of brain 
strains between animal TBI models and human TBI cases was conducted. Then, a brain-
strain-based scaling law between mouse and human was developed, which could serve as 
a guideline for closed head neurotrauma model design. Lastly, a novel and high mesh 
quality marmoset brain FE model was developed, which was used to enrich scaling law 
to non-human primates. In summary, the comparison method, scaling law, and new 
marmoset FE model, all together could help better represent human real-world TBI using 
laboratory mouse and marmoset TBI models, hence improving prevention, diagnostics, 
and therapeutics.  
Keywords 
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Summary for Lay Audience 
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) posed serious threats to social and economic development. 
Effective prevention, diagnostics and therapeutics need to be discovered. TBI is mostly 
caused by rapid linear and rotational acceleration, induced by direct blunt impact to the 
head or neck-involved inertia loading. One of the most common pathologies is axonal 
injury. During the event, brain tissues experience stretch, which causes axon fibers to be 
damaged when exceeding their elongation limit. From the perspective of biomechanics, 
the strain could serve as an effective evaluator of potential brain injury severity and risk. 
However, the challenge is that the in vivo observation of brain strain was almost 
impossible due to the skull and short impact duration. Though animal TBI experiments in 
the laboratory offered huge amounts of data of brain response, brain strains of these 
animal TBI models usually remain unknown and their comparison to brain strain in 
human TBI needs to be investigated. The main contribution of this thesis is to look into 
both human and animal brain strains among both real-world impacts and laboratory 
settings, and then developed codes and methods to compare and scale animal head 
kinematics, to better understand available animal TBI and design future animal TBI that 
is more relevant to human TBI. By doing so, better prevention, diagnostics, and 
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Chapter 1  
1 Introduction 
1.1 Research Rationale 
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) was estimated to affect approximately sixty-nine million 
individuals each year around the world [1]. 22.6 percent injury-triggered death was 
related to TBI. Among all age groups, the highest rates of TBI-related emergency 
department visits, hospitalizations, and deaths (EDHDs) were seen in older adults aged 
≥75 years (2.23%), followed by children aged 0-4 years (1.66%) and individuals aged 15-
24 years (1.01%) [2]. TBI can be caused by an external force, rapid acceleration, 
penetration or blast overpressures. The severity of TBI can be categorized into mild, 
moderate and severe based on patient’s symptoms, with 75% to 85% of TBIs being 
estimated to be mild [3]. The common symptoms and consequences of TBI include 
headache, vomiting, confusion, depression, motor disturbances, memory loss, coma, 
permanently disabled, and increased risk of brain injury in the future [4]. In order to find 
the effective prevention, diagnostics, and therapeutics for TBI, researchers have made 
great efforts to understand the mechanisms and neuropathologies of TBI. To this, 
laboratory animal TBI models have been widely used. However, there remains a critical 
question. How these various animal TBI models are relevant to real-world human injuries, 
which this thesis attempted to address based on brain biomechanics. 
1.2 Head Anatomy and Brain Function 
1.2.1 Human Head Anatomy and Brain Region 
The brain is the most complex and delicate organ in the human body, which is 
surrounded by the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), meninges and skull. The skull is one of the 
hardest materials in our body. There are 8 cranium bones and 14 facial bones that help to 
form a protecting case to seal the brain and support facial structure. The skull is 
composed of three layers. The inner and outer layers are cortical bones that grew firmly 
and compactly, and a middle diploe layer is made up of spongy cancellous bone. The 





meninges especially the pia arachnoid complex (PAC) prevent sliding between the skull 
and brain, while dura adheres to the skull and connects PAC.  
The brain is the softest organ in the body [7]. It consists of gray and white matter, which 
are both viscoelastic and nonlinear. The gray matter consists of the majority of neuron 
somas and capillaries, which makes it look tan during in situ observation. The color of 
white matter is due to a large number of myelinated axons. Gray matter locates at the out 
surface of the brain, coating the white matter which is mostly in the deep regions of the 
brain. In general, the gray matter is more responsible for everyday activities such as 
controlling muscle movement, sensory perception, decision making, memory and 
emotions [8]. While the axon fiber bundles of white matter connect various gray matter 
areas and transmit nerve impulses and signals at a very high speed [8].  
The brain, which is the focus of this thesis, has various components (Figure 1-1). The 
cerebral cortex locates at the outer surface of the brain hemispheres. The folding of gyri 
and sulci on the brain surface helps to maximize the surface area in a limited space. There 
are four lobes in the cortex including the frontal lobe, parietal lobe, temporal lobe, and 
occipital lobe with different functions [9]. In brief, the frontal lobe is responsible for 
language, movement control, personality, and prospective memory. The parietal lobe 
takes care of sensorimotor planning, learning and spatial recognition. The temporal lobe 
is responsible for voice recognition and memory. The occipital lobe is responsible for 
visual processing. Two brain hemispheres are connected by the corpus callosum (CC), 
which ensures communication between both left and right sides. The surgical transection 
and acute infarction of CC proved the vital role of CC, which is the functional integration 
of cognitive, learning and motor functions [10, 11]. The thalamus and hypothalamus can 
be found at the brain center below the CC. The thalamocortical neurons deal with almost 
all sensory inputs except for smell, and then transmit signals to the cortex [12]. The 
hypothalamus coordinates the endocrine and central nervous system (CNS), which then 
controls body’s temperature, hunger, thirst, fatigue, sleep and attachment behaviors [13]. 
The cerebellum is located at the back of the brain, and is separated from brain lobes by 
the cerebellar tentorium. The cerebellum occupies only one-tenth of the brain volume but 





motion systems at different locations [14]. The brainstem consists of the midbrain, pons, 
and medulla oblongata, and connects the brain and spinal cord from the foramen magnum. 
The brainstem controls breathing, consciousness and heart rate. These complex brain 
functions have motivated huge laboratory TBI studies to understand brain dysfunctions or 
even mortality after impacts. 
 
Figure 1-1 Vertical cross-section of human brain showing the cortex, corpus 
callosum, brain stem, cerebellum, thalamus and hypothalamus. (Image Copyright: 
Shutterstock) 
1.2.2 Mouse Brain Anatomy 
Unlike the hemispheric shape of human brain, mouse brain is slenderer along anterior-
posterior direction, which makes it more sensitive to axial rotation loading than other two 





and the brain mass is much lower than the that of human. However, it is believed that 
human and mouse share 90% genes responsible for building brains and 90% genes 
associated with disease [15].  
Mouse brains have similar anatomical components to those of humans and consists of 
white and gray matter, the main components are cerebral cortex, hippocampus, thalamus, 
cerebellum, brainstem and olfactory bulb. Like human brain, the cortex in mouse brain 
also controls memory [15], thalamus can be seen as the relay station for all corticopetal 
sensory inputs except for olfaction[16], while the cerebellum is responsible for 
coordination and motor actions controls [17]. The fine structure of mouse hippocampus is 
very similar with that of human, hippocampus supports short-term and long-term memory 
and spatiotemporal orientation[18]. Olfactory bulb is responsible for sense of smell, in 
mouse brain it accounts for 2 percent of the total volume, while the number is only 0.1 
percent in human brain even the size is larger [19]. 
 
 
Figure 1-2 Vertical cross-section of mouse brain showing the cerebral cortex, 
hippocampus, thalamus, cerebellum, brainstem and olfactory bulb. (Image 






1.3 Animal TBI Study 
Animal TBI models offered huge amounts of data of the brain. Animal models can also 
be designed to eliminate confounding factors such as age, gender, alcohol, drug use, co-
morbidities, polytrauma, and genetics, which are diverse in human samples [20]. 
Well-defined and clinically relevant animal models have been widely used to replicate 
pathological changes found in human TBI [21], find diagnostics[22], and investigate 
therapies [23]. Using knockout and transgenic technologies, the role of a specific gene 
and its corresponding function during secondary injury can be studied [24, 25]. However, 
there is no single animal model that is capable of describing or mimicking all pathologies 
of human TBI. Meanwhile, the different responses between animal and human brains 
cannot be neglected.   
1.3.1 Rodent 
Among all animal TBI models, rodents are the most popular choice since the 1990s 
because of their advantages such as low cost, accessibility, feasibility of the surgery, 
mature transgenic technology and standardized clinical outcome measurement. In general, 
the white/ gray matter and functional parts in the rodent brain are similar to that in the 
human brain. However, the rodent brain is dramatically different from the human brain in 
terms of geometry [26], which raises a question on how laboratory rodent TBI can mimic 
what a human brain has experienced during real-world traumas. 
1.3.2 Marmoset 
Marmoset as a non-human primate is a higher-order species than rodent, which may 
address the challenge of how to be more clinically relevant and successfully conduct 
clinical translation. From the perspective of geometry, the marmoset brain is like a 
smaller version of the human brain, all main anatomical components are at a similar 
spatial position [27]. Unlike other large animals or large primates, marmoset has a 
smaller size (bodyweight is around 85 to 860 grams) and quick propagation (around 144 
days), which makes it suitable for animal model development. Non-human primates are 





Marmoset also possesses a developed frontal lobe which is similar to human’s [28]. 
Lastly, the genetic modification technologies were well developed for marmoset [29], 
which increased the potential of using marmoset as an effective brain injury model. As a 
result, marmoset was chosen as the animal for neuroscience research for a Japan national 
brain project [29]. 
1.4 Biomechanical Methods to Study Rodent TBI 
Rodent models were able to isolate different injury mechanisms like concussion, 
contusion, and penetration injuries [21]. Each animal model has its inherent advantage 
and hypothesis. The non-uniform experiment setup could limit the significance of the 
comparison between experiments of the same type. The common rodent animal models 
for TBI include open-skull controlled cortical impact (CCI), closed-head impact model of 
engineered rotational acceleration (CHIMERA) and fluid percussion injury (FPI). 
1.4.1 Controlled Cortical Impact (CCI) 
Typical CCI is an open-skull focal injury model, first established in ferret [30], which 
induced focal cortical contusion. The animal subjects need to undergo anesthesia and 
craniotomy before the damage is induced by an electromagnetic or pneumatic impactor. 
The rodents were fixed in the prone position, then placed on a rigid platform with an 
impactor overhead. The CCI has several variables to control injury severity, including 
impactor tip size, impact speed, impact duration and depth. 
1.4.2 Closed-Head Impact Model of Engineered Rotational 
Acceleration (CHIMERA)  
CHIMERA [31] is one recent closed-heat impact model different from the traditional 
weight drop closed head model. Somehow similar to CCI, but without craniotomy, 
CHIMERA is a closed-head injury model with the impact being well controlled rather 
than dropping weights. Another advantage of the CHIMERA is that rodents were placed 
in the supine position with an impactor beneath, which allows the mouse head to move 





1.4.3 Fluid Percussion Injury (FPI) 
FPI induces brain tissue deformation and pressure by applying a fluid pulse to the dura of 
an open-skull subject. The injury severity depends on the strength of the pressure pulse 
[32]. In the beginning, the fluid pressure pulse was developed by transmitting the 
gravitational potential energy of a pendulum to a piston full of fluid. The height of the 
pendulum is the main controllable variable. However, the length of the saltwater cylinder 
and the angle between the nozzle of cylinder and skull induced complicated factors 
making model input hard to control. To address this, Kabadi et al.[33] created a 
pneumatically driven instrument that can precisely control the pressure magnitude and 
duration, with a goal to reduce variations among FPI experiments. 
1.5 Mild TBI and Injury Evaluation Metric 
One hallmark of mild TBI is diffuse axonal injury (DAI). DAI may lead to the loss of 
consciousness. The brain is structurally anisotropic and is full of axonal fibers. During 
head rotation, some regions in the brain could move faster, which could cause tension 
[34]. Then the axons are stretched beyond the tolerance limit. DAI injury commonly 
occurs during car accidents [35]. In laboratory, Bain et al [36] stretched guinea pig 
optical nerves and calculated a strain threshold strain of 18%.  
1.5.1 Maximum Principal Strain 
As previously discussed, maximum principal strain (MPS) of brain tissue was believed to 
be the primary brain injury mechanism [36]. The MPS was used as tissue-level predictors 
of brain injury in many computational studies [37, 38]. With the help of finite element 
analysis, the mechanical response of brain tissue during the events can be observed.  
1.5.2 Strain rate 
Strain rate is another injury-related load. Axon fibers are nonlinear and viscoelastic, 
which means axons are brittle under rapid stretch. And according to structure analysis, 
larger strain rate will lead to more severe axonal damage [39]. As a result, the axonal 





1.5.3 Cumulative Strain Damage Measure  
Cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM) [40] was first introduced in the 1990’s. 
CSDM was used in FE analysis as a biomechanical metric, which predicts brain strain-
related injury risk by calculating the volume fraction of brain elements experiencing 
strain over the predefined threshold value. 
1.6 Scaling Law 
Researchers kept finding the right ways to apply animal model outcomes to human, to 
which scaling is essential. On the other hand, to make the findings from animal models 
be useful, then the designed animal head impacts should represent real-world scenarios. If 
the loading condition in the animal model does not take scaling into consideration, it may 
lead to unrealistic brain loading and inconsistent clinical outcomes compared to real-
world situations [41]. The most commonly used scaling laws include mass-based scaling 
law [42] and equal stress/velocity scaling law [43]. It is established that brain sizes 
(weights) are connected with mammalian physiology [44] and tolerance of brain injury. 
Equal stress/velocity scaling law used kinematics as a key parameter, aiming to induce 
similar tissue-level mechanics for different species by changing impact strength. Recently, 
a novel scaling method was developed, including frequency scaling which took natural 
frequencies and damping ratio into scaling consideration [45]. 
1.7 Finite Element Model  
FE model as a numerical mathematic technique has been applied to brain impact 
biomechanics study since the early 1970’s [46]. FE models offer opportunities for 
researchers to look into brain responses during high-rate impacts. In addition, FEA could 
predict mechanics-related head injuries such as brain laceration or axon damage based on 
strain, pressure and stress.  
In this thesis, the detailed, validated and widely used human head and mouse brain FE 
models were used to investigate intracranial brain mechanical response and locate the 
regions that are at high risk of tissue damage. This study used various human FE models, 





(Figure 1-3a), which contains key features of the brain such as the cerebral cortex, corpus 
callosum, cerebellum, brainstem, thalamus and ventricles.  The GHBMC model was 
validated against intracranial pressure, brain motion, brain contusion and skull and facial 
response data [47]. The total human model for safety (THUMS) developed by Toyota 
Motor Corporation and Toyota Central R&D Labs was also used for whole-body 
simulation (Figure 1-3b). This model has been widely validated to produce reliable 
results [48]. As for the mouse brain model, it is based on the first 3D rat brain model with 
detailed anatomical structures and biomechanically validated [49] (Figure 1-3c). In 
addition, a novel marmoset brain finite element model was developed in this thesis 
research (Figure 1-3d), and is shown here. 
All models consist primarily of hexahedral, tetrahedral and quadrilateral shell elements. 
The element number and element density of all the FE brain models are checked to be in 
the similar level. The white and gray matter and ventricle material properties of GHBMC 
and the mouse head model were listed in Table 1. 









Cerebrum gray 6.0 1.2 80 
Cerebrum white 7.5 1.5 80 
CSF 0.5 0.1 80 
Mouse model 
Cerebrum gray 1.72 0.51 20 
Cerebrum white 1.2 0.36 20 









Figure 1-3 Cross-section view of different head FE models. (a) GHBMC model, (b) 
THUMS model, (c) Mouse model, (d) Marmoset head model developed in this thesis. 
 
1.8 Research Scope 
To better understand TBI biomechanics and improve animal model design, this thesis 
focused on the following main objectives.  
#1 This study analyzed the brain responses of current widely used animal models from 
the perspective of biomechanics and evaluated how they mimic human real-world brain 





#2 This study developed a brain-strain-based scaling law that could serve as a guide that 
helps researchers to create brain injury in the mouse with brain strain loading equivalent 
to those experienced in real-world human head impacts. 
#3 In order to study the feasibility of the non-human primate TBI model and help enrich 
scaling law, a marmoset brain finite element model with detailed anatomical structure 
was developed.  
1.9 Thesis Structure 
The breakdown of each chapter of this study is as follows. 
Chapter one (this chapter) provides a basic overview of the problem related to laboratory 
animal TBI. 
Chapter two evaluates commonly used rodent animal models for TBI, and compares their 
injury types (focal or diffuse), strain and strain rate with human real-world brain injury 
situations. The novel method for injury type determination is described. 
Chapter three describes the development of brain-strain-based scaling law between 
mouse and human mild TBIs, as the stretch of axons mainly determines the injury 
severity. 201 simulations were conducted, and the CSDM 10 metric was used as injury 
evaluation. In addition, the relation between brain injury severity and rotational 
acceleration and duration during rotation is described. 
Chapter four describes the development of a detailed marmoset brain finite element 
model, which is based on the brain atlas. 39 rotations were simulated to test the stability 
of the model and enrich scaling law into non-human primate species. 
Chapter five concludes the main findings of this study, lists the limitations, introduces the 





Chapter 2  
2 Understanding Strain Responses During Laboratory 
Animal and Real-World Human Traumatic Brain Injuries 
2.1 Abstract 
Laboratory animal traumatic brain injury (TBI) models are widely used to study real-
world human TBI in lab. Traditionally, injury outcomes of animal TBI models such as 
neuropathology have been studied. However, whether tissue-level loading of the animal 
brain, which is the direct cause of neuronal damage, mimics the loading in the human 
brain remains to be further investigated. Hence, we compared brain strain responses 
among human and animal TBI cases. Four human TBI scenarios including concussive 
impact during football, whiplash loading, pedestrian to car impact, and drone-to-head 
impact were simulated. Four rodent TBI models including open-skull controlled cortical 
impact (CCI), closed-head impact model of engineered rotational acceleration 
(CHIMERA), fluid percussion injury (FPI) and in-house closed-head impact model using 
a CCI device were simulated. A novel data processing method named as the “Gluttonous 
Snake (GS)” was developed to objectively describe focal and diffuse injury types rather 
than a subjective evaluation. Furthermore, the strain and strain rate responses of brain 
tissue were compared between laboratory animal TBIs and real-world human TBIs. 
Results demonstrated that brain strain and strain rates for laboratory animal TBI models 
were in a much wider range compared to those for real-world human TBIs. Traditional 
open-skull CCI produced strain rates roughly 20 times higher than those experienced in 
the human brain. CHIMERA demonstrated strain and strain rate distributions 
comparable to those in human TBIs while with 6 times higher of strain rate, suggesting 
the advantage of using a closed-head TBI model. 
2.2 Introduction 
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is induced by an external force or pressure wave to the head. 
For the biomechanical studies of TBI, usually, head kinematics data are measured from 





animal TBI models provide the major source for understanding inflammatory mediators, 
expression of detrimental cytokines and chemokines, axonal damage, cell death 
proportion, among others. In particular, the transgenic and gene targeting technologies 
helped study how human genes would express during secondary injury [52], which 
makes animal TBI models even more valuable. The most common animal TBI model is 
rodent TBI model due to the accessibility, low cost, and standardized outcome 
measurement related to rodents [53].  
TBI is commonly categorized into focal and diffuse injury. This is mostly based on 
subjective observation. Focal brain injury is mainly caused by blunt or direct impact to 
the head causing damage such as contusion and subdural, epidural and intracranial 
hemorrhages. While diffuse brain injury can be resulted from rapid rotational motions, 
causing damage such as concussion and diffuse axonal injury (DAI). Focal and diffuse 
injuries can appear simultaneously as it was reported that 50% of the patients with 
moderate and severe TBI suffered a combination of focal and diffuse injury [54]. In 
addition, focal and diffuse injury could lead to similar clinical observations of 
pathologies [55]. An objective approach to quantify focal or diffuse brain responses could 
be helpful to provide a quantitative description of brain loading during impacts. 
Brain tissue-level strain and strain rate responses directly cause neuronal damage. Axonal 
swellings, retraction balls, as well as an electrophysiological impairment that represents 
cell damage were reported when axon fibers were stretched [56-58]. The magnitudes of 
strain have a positive correlation with the degree of axonal injury. Besides, the magnitude 
of strain rate also affected brain damage [39, 56]. A larger strain rate with the same 
elongation led to larger von Mises strains in microtubules and a greater decrease in 
conduction velocity [39]. As a result, strain and strain rate are key indicators showing 
how well laboratory animal models mimic human real-world brain injury. 
For rodent TBI models, the most popular experiment models include fluid percussion 
injury (FPI), open-skull controlled cortical impact (CCI) and weight-drop model [59]. 
During FPI, pressurized saline was injected into the brain through a craniotomy [60]. FPI 





over the brain [61]. During CCI, a craniotomy was performed, and an impactor hit the 
dura to induce contusion. A closed-head impact model of engineered rotational 
acceleration (CHIMERA) has been recently introduced [31], in which the animal was 
placed in the supine position and would rotate subjecting to a piston impact. CHIMERA 
produced DAI, concussion, and various functional deficits.  
Human TBIs are widely seen under various scenarios. Contact sports such as football 
caused concussions and chronic traumatic encephalopathies (CTE) [62]. Car to pedestrian 
accidents also caused many brain injuries, frequently at severe levels [63]. A rear-end 
collision could induce whiplash injury which could affect the brain besides the neck [64]. 
Other less common scenarios such as drone-to-head impacts drew attention recently with 
an increasing number of civilian drones being used, and could also cause brain damage. 
The objective of this study was to investigate and compare brain strain-related responses 
of laboratory animal TBI models and real-world human TBI events. The strain patterns 
were quantitatively analyzed regarding whether the loading is local or diffuse. The strains 
and strain rates between human and animal TBIs were quantified and compared. 
2.3 Methods 
2.3.1 Real-world Human and Laboratory Animal TBI Setting 
This study simulated both human and animal TBI cases (Figure 2-1). Four human real-
world brain injury scenarios were simulated, including concussion during football (Figure 
2-1a), pedestrian to car impact (Figure 2-1b), whiplash during rear-end collision (Figure 
2-1c), and drone to head impact (Figure 2-1d). This study also simulated four animal 
laboratory models including FPI (Figure 2-1e), open-skull CCI (Figure 2-1f), CHIMERA 






Figure 2-1 Human TBI scenarios and mouse TBI models.  (a) Concussion during 
football, (b) Pedestrian accident, (c) Whiplash injury, (d) Drone-to-head impact, (e) 
CCI, (f) FPI, (g) CHIMERA, (h) In-house closed-head mouse experiment using a 
CCI device. 
Head TBI cases referred to both literature and in-house studies. The head kinematics for 
the concussion was based on football [50, 65] and was simplified as a loading curve with 
5000 rad/s2 peak acceleration and 10 ms duration (Figure 2-1a). The pedestrian to car 
case was reconstructed from a collision between a sedan and a pedestrian with a car 
moving at a speed of 40 km/h (Figure 2-1b). The car FE model was based on a 2012 
Toyota Camry passenger sedan (Toyota Motor Corporation, Toyota City, Japan) [66]. 
With 40 km/s speed, TBI is deemed as likely [67]. For whiplash loading, Siegmund et al. 
conducted a series of dummy rear-end collision tests [68]. According to FE analysis [69], 
the scene that caused the worst damage due to whiplash injury was a 15 km/h speed 
change in a 1998 Toyota Corolla (Toyota Motor Corporation, Toyota City, Japan) with 
the head restraint in the down position. The kinematics was used in this study with a 
rotational acceleration range between -30 to 15 rad/s (Figure 2-1c). Lastly, according to 
the drone impact evaluation report [70], the common quadcopter to human impact 
happened at lateral 58 degrees with an impact velocity of 21.9 m/s, and was simulated 
(Figure 2-1d). 
Rodent TBI models referred to the literature. For FPI, the pressurized saline (2.6-2.9 atm) 





For open-skull CCI, the cylinder impactor with a diameter of 3 mm compressed brain 
surface at a speed of 5 m/s to the impact depth of 1 mm (Figure 2-1f). For CHIMERA 
[31], the peak rotational velocity was 305.8 rad/s (Figure 2-1g). For the in-house closed-
head mouse experiment using a CCI device, the rotational velocity was at a mild level 
with a peak rotational velocity of 50 rad/s (Figure 2-1h).  
Two human FE models including the Global Human Body Models Consortium (GHBMC) 
[71] and the Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS) [48] head models were used for 
human TBI simulations. The rat and mouse FE models were used for rodent TBI 
simulations. Strain, strain rate and cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM) were 
chosen to evaluate brain responses. 
2.3.2 Evaluating Focal and Diffuse Brain Loading 
A novel data processing method called “Gluttonous Snake (GS) was developed to 
distinguish focal and diffuse loading. This code rearranged the order of element strains 
based on strain value and element locations. There were two main laws of logic 
embedded in the code. First, the snakehead should always “eat” the element near it with 
the largest strain. Second, the snake could only go somewhere else after sweeping all 
elements at the focal loading spot. To achieve this, coordinates were assigned to brain 
elements so the code could know the spatial position of the element and calculate 
distance. After an initial location was picked, the code extracted all strain values near the 
starting point and went for the element experiencing the highest strain. At the same time, 
the second-highest strain values were recorded in case the snake head slipped away 
without recording all the high strains at one focal spot. If the recorded strains were larger 
than the strain near the snake head, the GS would turn back to the higher-strain element. 
All recorded elements will be kicked out for further loop process until all element data 







Figure 2-2 The mechanism behind the “Gluttonous Snake (GS)” method.  The blue 
point matrix represents the sample brain elements. The red shadow areas show high 
strain concentration. The black arrows show the pathway (order) of how element 
strains are arranged, which stands for logic law one. The curved arrow was driven 
by logic law two. When the elements that were passed by previously experienced 
higher strain than the current adjacent elements, the previous scanned elements 
would gain new attention, making sure all elements in high strain concentration 
were recorded. The dotted arrow stands for a future move. 
To quantify the focal and diffuse characteristics, the number of peaks above the 50th 
percentile strain was counted. Focal injuries should have one peak while diffuse injuries 
should have several peaks, with more peaks indicating more diffuse loading. 
For strain and strain rate in both human and animal TBI cases, data was collected from 6 
functional brain parts, including the cerebral cortex, thalamus, hippocampus, brainstem, 
corpus callosum and cerebellum. The strains were analyzed from Ls-PrePost output and 
the strain rates were calculated from the first derivative of strain time histories. All data 
processing was conducted in MATLAB (MathWorks, Massachusetts, USA). 
2.4 Result  
2.4.1 Focal vs. Diffuse 
Figure 2-3 shows strain distributions using the GS method. FPI was mild with small 
strains less than 0.05 while these strains affected a broad range of brain tissue (Figure 
2-3a), showing three peaks above the 50th percentile strain. CCI induced high strain 





(Figure 2-3b). CHIMERA induced a level of strain from 0.1 to 0.2, and showed diffuse 
characteristics with four peaks (Figure 2-3c).  
 
Figure 2-3 “Gluttonous Snake (GS)”-based strain distribution evaluation.  (a) FPI 





Figure 2-4 shows strain distributions of human TBI scenarios. In general, all human TBI 
cases showed that strains were diffusely distributed. Though the level of strain in 
concussive loading (Figure 2-4a) was smaller than that in pedestrian to car loading 
(Figure 2-4b), but was comparable to whiplash loading (Figure 2-4c). Drone to head 






Figure 2-4 “Gluttonous Snake (GS)”-based strain distribution evaluation.  (a) 






Figure 2-5 compares the numbers of peaks based on the GS method. CHIMERA shows 
four peaks which were comparable to human TBI cases while CCI was focal with one 
peak. 
 
Figure 2-5 The number of peaks from the GS method. 
2.4.2 Strain and Strain Rate  
All human cases demonstrated relatively focused strain and strain rate ranges, while 
animal cases showed strains in a larger range (Figure 2-6). Concussive impact 
demonstrated a strain level of 0.3 while pedestrian to car impact demonstrated higher 
strains. Whiplash during rear-end accident had an average strain of 0.23. The average 
strain for the drone to human impact was 0.2. For animal TBI model, both open-skull 
CCI and closed-head CHIMERA provided comparable strain ranges to those in human. 
However, in terms of strain rate, CCI produced much higher strain rates which were 
almost 20 times of these experienced in human brain. Strain rates in FPI and in-house 
mild rotation cases were comparable to human, but at a cost of a low level of strain. At 
last, for CHIMERA which produced both diffuse patterns and comparable strain ranges, 
strain rates were still higher than those in human. Table 2 summarizes all the average and 








Figure 2-6 Strain and strain rate of all cases.  Animal data are shown in red, while 
human data are shown in green. The bars stand for standard deviation. 
Table 2 Average strain and strain rate with corresponding standard deviation of all 
cases 
Case name Strain 
Standard 
deviation 
Strain rate (s-1) 
Standard 
deviation 
Football 0.30  0.12  46  19  
Pedestrian 0.32 0.16 51 17 
Whiplash 0.23  0.12  18 9  
Drone 0.20  0.06  59  15 
FPI 0.08  0.04  13  4  
CCI 0.32  0.15  832  390  
CHIMERA 0.24  0.08  255  70  
Small rotation 0.04  0.02  30 12 
2.5 Discussion 
The analysis of brain strains during four real-world human TBI scenarios and four 





and FPI models, though commonly used, did not reproduce strain loading as those seen in 
real-world human. Closed-head model such as CHIMERA was found to produce a 
diffuse strain pattern that matched with human TBI. Moreover, the novel GS method was 
developed to quantitively describe the focal-diffuse loading characteristics inside the 
brain. Overall, the data supported the use of closed-head animal TBI models for future 
studies. The predicted diffuse strain pattern in human TBI and CHIMERA agreed with 
the findings that DAI was seen in these scenarios [54, 72].  
The number of strain peaks above the 50th percentile of each case quantitively 
represented the degree of how diffuse the brain strain loading is. Even though the GS 
method was capable of distinguishing injury characteristics, the sampling resolution 
could be further improved in the future. For example, for the FPI analysis, the sample 
matrix was coarse compared to the scatted strain hot spots and hence only three peaks 
were picked up during the analysis. 
The strain and strain rate of brain tissue during TBI events directly link to neuronal 
damage. Human TBI showed a strain range of around 0.2 to 0.35, while the strain rate 
was in the 20 to 60 per second range. For animal TBI, open-skull CCI also demonstrated 
comparable strain but this model mostly fits focal injury analysis with its concentrated 
strain loading. Moreover, the strain rates in CCI were dramatically higher (~20 times) 
than those in a human brain. As such, when using CCI, at least an improved version 
which reduced the impact speed to about one tenth of the regular speed, hence decreasing 
strain rate by 10 times, is recommended [73]. Overall, the closed-head animal TBI model 
is recommended because of the capability to produce a diffuse strain pattern that is 
comparable to mimic strains in human TBI.  
2.6 Conclusion 
By analyzing strain responses in both human and animal TBI cases, this study 
quantitively described the focal-diffuse characteristics and strain/strain rate responses of 
the brain. Besides, this study developed an objective method to analyze the focal-diffuse 
characteristics of brain loading. The data demonstrated that widely used open-skull CCI 





rate compared to human TBI. The data also showed FPI might not be ideal at least for 
studying strain-related damage. Closed-head model like CHIMERA is recommended 





Chapter 3  
3 Developing Brain-Strain-Based Scaling to Inform the 
Clinical Relevance of Mouse Models of Concussion 
Induced by Rotation 
3.1 Abstract 
Laboratory animal experiments are an invaluable tool for studying mild traumatic brain 
injury (mTBI)/concussion. Among them, rodent neurotrauma experiments have been most 
widely used, as transgenic and gene targeting technologies in mice allow us to test the 
roles of different genes in recovery from brain injury. Furthermore, the clinical relevance 
of rodent concussion studies can be improved by using these technologies to study 
concussions in animals that carry the human versions of genes known to play a role in 
neurological disease. However, delivering concussion injuries to the mice that are 
relevant to real-world human head impacts is challenging, as the mouse and human 
heads are dramatically different in shape and size. In the vast majority of mouse 
concussion experiments, the pathological and behavioral consequences of the injuries 
are evaluated without considering whether the injury model produces brain stretches 
(maximum principal strains) of the same magnitude as those experienced by human 
brains.  
We conducted a total of 201 computational simulations to understand both human and 
mouse brain strains that are directly linked to neuronal damage during closed-head 
concussive impacts. To represent real-world human head impacts we simulated mouse 
head impacts with durations of 1.5 ms (Type 1 scaling), followed by simulations with 
durations between 1 and 2 ms (Type 2), and finally, simulations with durations from 0.75 
to 4.5 ms (Type 3) to develop scaling between human and mouse, as well as to reveal the 
predicted effects of small and large changes in impact durations on brain strain. Guided 
by these simulations we calculated that desired peak rotational velocities in mice could 
be achieved by scaling human peak rotational velocities with factors of 5.8, 4.6, and 6.8, 
for flexion/extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation, respectively, to reach equal 





also calculated and longer-duration mouse head impacts needed larger scaling factors to 
reach equal strain. The scaling method will help us to create brain injury in the mouse 
with brain strain loading equivalent to those experienced in real-world human head 
impacts. 
3.2 Background 
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is one of the leading causes of death and disability around 
the world, and occurs in more than 2.87 million people in America every year [2]. 
Patients with TBI may suffer from physical, cognitive, social, emotional, and behavioral 
symptoms, and serious TBI can cause permanent disability and death [74]. While 
symptoms in mild TBI (mTBI) patients typically resolve within 7 to 10 days post-injury 
[75], 15% of mTBI patients go on to develop post-concussion syndrome and long-term 
cognitive impairment [76]. Animal studies of mTBI are actively being pursued to 
understand the pathophysiological underpinnings of concussion and post-concussion 
syndrome.  
There are various types of animal TBI experiments reported in the literature, partially 
because of the variability in human TBI that is being modeled. Researchers have focused 
on three models including open-skull cortical impact injury (CCI), open-skull fluid 
percussion injury (FPI) and closed-head weight drop–impact acceleration injury [53]. 
Open-skull TBI using the cortical impactor has been popular as it allows direct loading to 
the brain tissue and induces high brain strain above 0.30 to the underlying cortical layers 
[77].  Open-skull TBI using the FPI also induces high strain up to ~ 0.1 and high pressure 
of approximately 180 kPa [61]. Despite the greater convenience of open-skull TBI, 
closed-head TBI is considered more clinically relevant because it does not require a 
craniotomy [78] and real-world mTBI/concussions happen with closed-skull conditions. 
Hence, closed-head models have been prioritized in mTBI/concussion investigation with 
a majority of studies using rodents [31, 79, 80]. The challenge is to ensure the mechanical 
loadings that rodent brains experienced in the laboratory setting are relevant to those 






It is well established that brain sizes are connected with mammalian physiology [44, 81]. 
Thus, one method that has been used to scale brain injuries between species has focused 
on the effects of mass [42].  Primates that have similar brain shape to human and 
Ommaya et al [42] reported that the risk of producing concussion in humans and primates 
is related to brain mass, which is determined by brain size. In studying blast injuries, 
Bowen et al [82] scaled the duration of the positive phase and the maximum reflected 
overpressure of air blast to get the same biological response among 13 species, by using 
scaling factors including body mass and ambient pressure. Wood et al [83] re-examined 
the allometric relationship between physiological manifestation and body mass across 
species, and came up with a new law that scales the duration of air blast using a ratio of 
reference mass to target animal mass using apnea data as injury evaluations.  
There are also methods for scaling TBI between species that focus on parameters beyond 
brain mass. Takhounts et al [43] adopted a scaling law that scaled the amplitude and time 
of the loading condition to generate equal stress/velocity in two models of injury. Jean et 
al [84] focused on blast-induced TBI and emphasized that the human brain was more 
sensitive to blast than other mammalian species and proposed a scaling law taking 
relative acoustic impedance and surrounding protective structures into consideration. 
Saunders et al. developed a scaling rule based on the comparison between responses of 
two finite element (FE) models to fifteen available injury metrics [85]. A recent study 
conducted by Wu et al. compared four scaling laws, including one self-developed, 
frequency-based method, by comparing the calculated brain strains using human, 
macaque, and baboon brain FE models [45].   
Given the lack of scaling laws between human and mouse for mTBI studies, our goal was 
to devise a scaling factor to translate the kinematics of human head impacts to the 
kinematics in laboratory mouse impacts producing similar or equivalent degrees of brain 
strain. We first evaluated traditional mass-based scaling and equal stress/velocity scaling 
methods and found that they were not accurate in scaling human to mouse mTBI. We 
then compared strain-based injury metrics, including cumulative strain damage measure 
(CSDM)10 and average strain, to identify pairs of different rotational loading conditions 





analyses have led us to propose scaling laws in three rotational axes that will provide a 
useful and efficient reference when evaluating the clinical relevance of mouse mTBI 
experiments and when comparing the results of mouse mTBI experiments across 
laboratories [47]. 
3.3 Methods 
3.3.1 The Finite Element Human Brain and Mouse Brain Models 
and Simulations 
The human FE brain model was developed from detailed computed tomography (CT) and 
MRI scans of an average adult male [47],  using feature-based multi-block technology 
[86] to efficiently create high-quality hexahedral elements for the cerebrum, cerebellum, 
brainstem, corpus callosum, ventricles, and thalamus. The model was validated and 
exercised based on the experimental data of thirty-five cases and currently serves as one 
of the most used human head models to study brain responses [47]. The mouse FE brain 
model includes the olfactory bulb, cerebral gray matter, corpus callosum, brainstem 
(midbrain, pons, and medulla oblongata), cerebellum, lateral ventricle, 3rd ventricle, 4th 
ventricle, internal capsule, external capsule and part of spinal cord. Hexahedral meshes 
were used to ensure the accuracy of simulation. The mouse brain FE model has been used 
previously to successfully predict brain damage after experimental TBI [73, 87]. All the 
simulations were processed in HyperMesh (Altair Engineering, Troy, MI) and LS-
PrePost, and computed in LS-DYNA (Livermore Software Technology Corporation, 
Livermore, CA).  Acceleration loading curves were adjusted based on the unit used by 
the models and applied to the center of gravity of each model using 
*BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION keyword to induce flexion, lateral bending, 
and axial rotation.  
Brain model materials, rational of kinematic loading condition to the model, and post-
processing were consistent among the human and mouse. A linear viscoelastic (LVE) 
constitutive model for brain material properties was used in human and mouse finite 
element models. Although the human skull structures were modeled, these bony 





the loading condition to the mouse brain model for which a rigid skull layer was used to 
prescribe head rotations. The maximum principal (tensile) strain (MPS) was calculated 
for both the human and mouse brain, as brain tensile strains were found to be related to 
neuronal damage [36, 88] 
3.3.2 Real-World-Relevant mTBI Loading Condition 
Extensive measurements of human head kinematics are available. Specifically, Rowson 
et al [65] created a large data set of human head six degrees of freedom acceleration of 
1712 impacts by mean of installing accelerometers into the helmets of collegiate football 
players in 2007 and reported an average injury duration of 14 ms from 1712 cases. In 
2012, Rowson et al [50] applied the same method to a study of 335 football players. In 
this study 300,977 sub-concussive and 57 concussive head impacts were detected and 
recorded. For concussive impacts, the average rotational acceleration was 5,022 rad/s2. 
Based on the rotational head kinematics observed in these two experiments, and on the 
rotational acceleration versus time graph of National Football League (NFL) 
reconstructed impacts obtained using the six degrees of freedom (6 DOF) device [89] and 
Head Impact Telemetry (HIT) System [90], the acceleration loading condition for human 
mTBI is set to be half sinusoidal curve with the peak acceleration of 5,000 rad/s2 and 
duration of 10 ms and 15 ms. Based on previous simulations, a theoretical sinusoidal 
curve could be used to produce similar brain strains compared to the complex kinematics 
curves [91]. Meanwhile, although head impacts induced both linear and rotational 
kinematics, it’s found that rotational kinematics was responsible for generating over 95% 
of brain strain [91] and hence was the focus of this study. 
3.3.3 Evaluating Traditional Mass-Based and Equal 
Stress/Velocity Scaling Laws 
The human head kinematics was scaled to mouse head kinematics based on traditional 
laws, and then applied to the mouse FE brain model to quantify predicted strain responses. 
3.3.3.1 Mass-Based Scaling Law [42, 92] 
Brain mass-based scaling law focuses on the ratio of brain mass across species. Firstly, 





0.410 grams [87]. According to the scaling law, the duration and the peak acceleration 
scaling factors were calculated based on the brain mass ratio between human and mouse 



















3 = 𝜆𝐿 = (3063)
1
3 = 14.5 (3) 
 
After this, the scaling factors were applied to human loading condition, the results are 
shown below 






= 1055 Krad/s2 (4) 






= 0.6897 ≈ 0.69 𝑚𝑠 (5) 
3.3.3.2 Equal stress/velocity scaling law [43, 93] 
This scaling law focuses on the ratio of brain geometry. The length ratio of the brain 





3 = 14.5 (6) 
 
Peak rot acceleration for mouse =










= 0.69 𝑚𝑠 (8) 
 
In brief, despite different calculation procedures, the mass-based and equal-stress/equal-
velocity-based models predicted the same kinematic parameters (peak acceleration and 
duration) would produce TBIs in the mouse equivalent to the average human TBI with a 





3.3.3.3 Developing Scaling Law Based on Brain Strain: Calculation 
of CSDM and Average Values (Type 1 with Fixed Time 
Duration) 
In mTBI, one of the most common and vital pathologic mechanisms is axonal damage 
[94]. Cater et al [88] calculated the cell loss of hippocampal slice cultures which 
experienced 30 different loading conditions expressed by the combinations of strain and 
strain rate and proved that the long-term responses of brain tissue to mechanical loading 
are correlated with strain instead of strain rate.  Hence, we used the CSDM metric to 
calculate the loading to the whole brain. Equation (9) shows the formula for calculating 
the CSDM value. 
CSDM x =  ∑ 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑥% (9) 
In an in vivo experiment, Bain et al [36] generated electrophysiological impairments by 
stretching guinea pig optical nerves with a final threshold strain of 18%. Three days later 
the guinea pigs were euthanized, and their optic nerves were evaluated for the presence of 
axonal bulbs. At an 18% strain threshold, morphological and functional axonal damage 
was observed.  In this study, a CSDM of 10 was chosen when comparing mechanical 
response of brain tissue between mouse and human to be certain of setting a lower 
threshold for a strain that likely produces pathology significant enough to be clinically 
relevant. Besides CSDM10, the average strain which roughly represents the loading to 
the entire brain was also used. The CSDM-predicted values for all cases are calculated 
through an in-house program previously described [95]. 
The goal of mouse experiments was to yield kinematic curves generating the same 
CSDM values between the human and mouse. The entire process is described in Figure 
3-1. The rotational acceleration curves from real-world situations were simplified as sine 
curves and these curves were prescribed to human brain model to analyze brain tissue 
stretches (Figure 3-1). We then used the duration of mTBI in the mouse as 1.5 
milliseconds (Type 1 scaling) as has been reported in mouse mTBI kinematic studies [96, 
97] and started with an initial guess of mouse head rotational accelerations at 190 
krad/s2. Then we predicted mouse model brain strain severity to the targeted human 





and solved the updated loading condition on mouse brain (Figure 3-1). Finally, scaling 
laws were evaluated and developed when equivalent strains of the human and mouse 
brains were reached (Figure 3-1). 
 
Figure 3-1 Workflow diagram represents methods in step how brain-strain-based 
scaling law was developed. Finite human brain and mouse brain finite element (FE) 
models were used to transfer head kinematics to brain strains. Three types of 
scaling with Type 1 indicating fixed 1.5 ms duration, Type 2 indicating slightly 
changed duration, and Type 3 indicating larger changed duration. 
3.3.3.4 Developing Scaling Law While Considering the Effect of 
Varying Durations (Type 2&3) 
In general, the same process (Figure 3-1) was adopted while in Type 2 scaling, time 
durations were slightly varied from 1 to 2 ms, and in Type 3 scaling, time durations were 
largely varied from 0.75 to 4.5 ms. 
Slightly Changed Time Duration (Type 2): Kinematic studies of head injury have shown 
that peak rotational velocity has a much stronger correlation with brain strain metrics 
such as CSDM, than either rotational acceleration or linear kinematics [38, 91, 98-100]. 





rotational velocity will have a range of applications because an infinite combination of 
amplitudes and durations can produce the same velocity. As a result, the duration of an 
injury is also a significant factor when devising scaling laws. In order to make the scaling 
law practical and universal, to allow experimentalists to realize these kinematics 
parameters, a new group of simulations were conducted to explore applicable duration 
ranges. The acceptable tolerance was set to be less than a 3% difference between human 
and mouse in terms of brain strain measured using CSDM10. 
Mouse model with human brain material: Since brain material properties are age-related 
[101] and brain material properties reported in the literature vary among researchers [102, 
103], an independence test for brain materials was further conducted by applying human 
brain material properties to the mouse head model. This method can help understand the 
effect of shape and size without being affected by material diversity.  
Largely Changed Time Durations (Type 3): Given the fact that there are laboratory 
mouse experiments performed with time durations that do not fall between 1 and 2 
milliseconds [31, 104, 105], the Type 3 study was conducted with an objective to 
understand how large changes in injury duration might affect the brain-strain-based 
scaling law. To minimize computational cost only 3 impact durations of 0.75, 3, and 4.5 
milliseconds were simulated. 
3.4 Results 
In total, 201 simulations were computed (Table 3): 3 for typical human mTBI-relevant 
head impacts, 2 for evaluating the current mass-based and equal stress/velocity scaling 
laws, 77 for developing scaling factors based on brain strain at an injury duration of 1.5 
ms (Type 1), 75 for identifying the effect of small changes in injury duration (Type 2), 
and 22 for evaluating the effect of large changes injury duration (Type 3). A typical 
human or mouse head injury simulation took 2 CPUs approximately 8 hours to complete. 






Table 3 Simulations breakdown. HMP: human material property 
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3.4.1 Evaluation of Traditional Scaling Laws 
The typical loading condition for mTBI and the corresponding loading condition scaled 
from it were applied to the human and mouse brain FE models. The CSDM10 metric, 
which quantified the volume of brain elements experiencing principal strain above 0.10, 
was used to determine the severity of brain injury. After simulations, using the mass-
based or the equal stress/velocity-based laws the CSDM10 in the human brain FE model 
was found to be 0.740, while the CSDM10 in the mouse brain FE model and human-
material mouse brain model of 0.954 and 0.947 respectively. Accordingly, mouse brain 
showed much larger high strain areas and model materials did not affect the observation 
that applying traditional scaling laws to develop mouse head impacts would have 






Figure 3-2 Evaluation of current scaling law.  Applying traditional scaling induced 
larger strains in the mouse brain. 
3.4.2 Scaled Mouse Brain Strain Data 
Simulations were made of 78 mouse head rotations which were then used to calculate the 
relations between peak rotational acceleration and duration that defined rotational 
acceleration curves applied to drive FE brain models, peak rotational velocity was 
calculated by integrating rotational acceleration over time, and mouse brain strain. First, 
our simulations demonstrated that the CSDM10-based brain injury severity had a strong 
positive correlation with peak rotational velocity (R-squared = 1, Figure 3-3a). 
Constrained to the same-rotational-velocity data group, the CSDM10 value has a negative 





remained the same. Both rules indicated that longer durations and smaller peak rotational 
accelerations induced less damage.  The same trends were also found in a modified 
mouse model with human brain material properties [47] (R-squared = 0.99 and 1 
respectively, Figure 3-3a & c). 
 
Figure 3-3 Relations between CSDM10, velocity and loading duration.  The strain 
contour diagrams in the middle come from mouse model simulation results. (a) & (b) 
Model predicted CSDM10 and average strain increases with peak rotational velocity 
when the duration is set to be constant as 1.5 ms in both the mouse model and the 
modified mouse model. (c) & (d) Model predicted CSDM10 and average strain 
slightly decreases with the peak rotational velocity being set to be constant as 146 





The scaling factor shows the ratio of peak velocity between loading conditions of mouse 
and human brain models. The scaling factors are different for different rotation directions 
as predicted.  The largest scaling factor is 6.8 for axial rotation, followed by 5.8 for 
flexion and 4.6 for lateral bending (Table 4). 
Table 4 Simulation results of mouse brain model and scaling factors between human 
and mouse. 















173-1.65  0.72    
193-1.5 184 0.74 5.8 31.8 0.74 
238-1.2  0.77    
Lateral 
bending 
135-1.7  0.60    
153-1.5 146 0.62 4.6 31.8 0.62 
184-1.25  0.64    
Axial 
rotation  
180-1.87  0.77    
225-1.5 215 0.80 6.8 31.8 0.80 
355-0.95  0.82    
Note. aThe unit is krad/s2 – ms; bThe unit is rad/s; cM = Mouse (Peak rotational 
velocity), H = Human (Peak rotational velocity), Scaling factor is the ratio between 
mouse head peak rotational velocity and human head peak rotational velocity. 
3.4.3 Effect of Mouse Brain Material 
As for mouse brain FE model with human brain materials, the scaling factors become 








Table 5  Simulation results of human-material mouse brain model and scaling 
factors between human and mouse. 















231-1.62  0.72    
250-1.5 239 0.74 7.5 31.8 0.74 
274 -1.37  0.76    
Lateral 
bending 
193-1.62  0.60    
208-1.5 199 0.62 6.3 31.8 0.62 
233-1.34  0.64    
Axial 
rotation  
189.5-1.86  0.77    
235-1.5 224 0.80 7.1 31.8 0.80 
405-0.87  0.82    
Note. aThe unit is krad/s2 – ms; bThe unit is rad/s; cM = Mouse (Peak rotational 
velocity), H = Human (Peak rotational velocity), Scaling factor is the ratio between 
mouse head peak rotational velocity and human head peak rotational velocity. 
Meanwhile, the average strain showed a similar trend as CSDM did (R-squared > 0.99, 
Figure 3-3). The comparison of average strain results from human brain FE model, 
mouse brain FE model, and mouse brain FE model using human brain material materials 
are compared in Figure 3-4. In general, the differences were less than 10% during flexion 








Figure 3-4 The comparison of predicted average strain between human, mouse and 
modified mouse models.  The average strain around 0.15 indicates the injury 
severity is mild. 
3.4.4 Strain Distribution Predicted by The Human Brain FE Model 
In simulations for head impacts around the Y axis (causing flexion), the area that 
experienced MPS greater than 0.10 was the cortex with a maximum strain of 0.54.  
Additional scattered strains were also seen around the surface of the corpus callosum 
(0.23) and brainstem (0.31), with the cerebellum being less stretched (0.19) (Figure 3-5a 
and d). In simulations for lateral bending, the corpus callosum, thalamus, basal ganglia, 
cortex and cerebellum all experienced MPS larger than 0.1. The corpus callosum and 
cortex reached a maximum strain of 0.48 and 0.44 respectively (Figure 3-5b). Lastly, in 
simulations of injuries causing axial rotation, the most severe injury of all three cases, 
nearly all parts of the brain were affected. The cortex suffered the largest strain (0.74) at 
its surface. The corpus callosum had a strain of 0.37 and the hippocampus stood out in 
this loading condition with a strain of 0.46. The highest stretch always took place at the 
cortex except in lateral bending for which the corpus callosum experienced the highest 





3.4.5 Strain Distribution Predicted by The Mouse Brain FE Model 
Unlike the human brain FE model, MPS distributed in the mouse FE model showed a 
figure-eight pattern for simulations of injuries causing flexion (Figure 3-5a and d). The 
highest MPS (0.47) can be found in the cerebral cortex. The second highest strain was in 
the cerebellum (0.36). The brain stem, olfactory and pons experienced relatively small 
strains. In simulations of injuries causing lateral bending, the cortex had the highest strain 
of 0.38, while there were lower strains in the cerebellum (0.33) and thalamus (0.32) 
(Figure 3-5b). The worst damage among all mouse cases was predicted in simulations of 
injuries causing axial rotations, where the cortex and cerebellum had MPS of 0.8 and 
0.75, respectively, but only a few portions of the thalamus and brain stem experiencing 
MPS over 0.10. Distributions of strain for simulations of injury were not significantly 
different between the mouse brain FE model and the mouse brain FE model using human 
brain material with the exception that strains were lower in injury simulations with axial 






Figure 3-5 Predicted strain distribution. (a)(b)(c) Maximum principal strains for 
various brain regions in three rotational orientations including flexion, lateral 
bending, and axial rotation, respectively. (d) Predicted strain contour diagram of 
three models in three rotational orientations. 
3.4.6 The Effect of Varying Durations 
In reaching less than 3% difference of brain strain (CSDM10)  between human and 
mouse brain, a duration of 1.37 to 1.62 ms was found for flexion loading, a duration of 
1.34 to 1.62 ms was found for lateral bending, and a duration of 0.97 to 1.82 ms for axial 
rotation. With the same rotational velocity, the longer the duration, which corresponded 
to lesser peak acceleration, the smaller area in the brain would experience high-level 






Results from simulations using flexion loading and durations of 0.75 ms, 1.5 ms, 3 ms, 
and 4.5 ms demonstrated a linear correlation between duration and scaling factors with a 
scope of 0.82 (R-squared = 0.99, Figure 3-6a). Under lateral bending, a similar linear 
relation was shown with a slope of 0.66 (R-squared = 0.99) while under axial rotation, 
scaling factors were similar for durations 1.5, 3.0 and 4.5 ms but smaller for a duration of 
0.75 ms, forming a nonlinear relationship between duration and scaling factor. In general, 







Figure 3-6 The effect of duration during flexion loading. a) Scaling number 




Mouse experiments are needed to study the pathophysiology of mTBI, but such studies 
are hampered by a lack of understanding of how laboratory impacts to the outside of the 





difficult to draw consistent correlations between laboratory mouse head impacts causing 
mTBI and the observed pathological and behavioral consequences from human head 
impacts. It also makes it difficult to evaluate the clinical relevance of the mouse mTBI 
models in use. Meanwhile, traditional scaling laws that did not take account of the shape 
differences between mouse and human brains were found invalid based on our data. To 
fill this gap, we simulated head impacts using human and mouse brain FE models to 
understand the internal brain strains, which are the direct cause of neuronal and 
functional damage and have been quantified in vitro [106, 107]. These analyses have led 
to 3 findings. First, we found that peak rotational velocity could serve as an efficient 
metric for scaling. Second, we developed direction-specific scaling laws, as the same 
rotational kinematics could result in various degrees of brain injury when applied to 
different rotational directions [108, 109]. Moreover, the geometry difference between 
human and mouse brain complicated the process of finding human-to-mouse scaling 
parameters. Our data supported measuring and scaling mouse head rotational velocities, 
which allow us to generate strain (CSDM10) in the mouse brain similar to that in the 
human brain with differences less than 3%. We calculated scaling factors 5.8 for scaling 
up human-head rotational velocities during flexion/extension loading, 4.6 for lateral 
bending, and 6.8 for axial rotation. Lastly, we investigated the applicable time duration 
range of developed laws and reported potential changes for shorter or longer mouse head 
impact durations. For example, the scaling factor changed from 5.8 for 1.5-ms impact to 
8.3 for 4.5-ms impact. To the best of our knowledge, this study serves as a unique 
investigation correlating laboratory mouse brain strain to human brain strain, and 
provides a useful reference for mouse mTBI experiments. 
We focused on simulating rotational kinematics of the closed-head impacts in this study, 
as our previous data supported that rotation was responsible for more than 95% of strains 
developed in the brain [91]. Doing so, we were able to capture the most important strain-
related kinematics. In laboratory closed-head impact tests, no matter where the animal 
heads were hit, the induced linear and rotational kinematics were the culprits that induced 
brain responses and led to brain damage, especially for mild TBI impacts for which skull 
deformation is limited. Meanwhile, open-skull laboratory neurotrauma loadings such as 





cortical brain could experience strains up to 0.3 and higher in CCI [77] and around 0.10 
in FPI [61]. The focus on rotational kinematics in this study was consistent with mouse 
models such as CHIMERA [31] and swine models, both focusing on inducing head 
rotations [110, 111]. Also, our scaling method was based on brain MPS and a limitation 
of this study needs to be acknowledged as the lack of investigation into damage related to 
the axon and vascular directions, which remain to be further investigated in the future. 
Scaling studies have been conducted with the understanding of various degrees of brain 
injury [108, 109] and the acknowledgement of the geometry difference between human 
and animal brain. One example is to use natural frequency of the brain through a single-
degree-of-freedom mechanical model [99]. One of the challenges is in such a method is 
to understand the frequency values which have diverse features [112].  On the other hand, 
the widely used mass-based scaling or same-stress-same-velocity approaches [42, 43] 
were found to generate different strains between the mouse and human brains, partially 
due to the huge geometrical differences between human and mouse brains, and hence 
found not fit for scaling mTBI mouse experiments. The brain strain or peak overpressure 
as a metric to evaluate the severity of blunt and blast-induced impact was used in the field 
[45, 83], as these brain internal responses directly cause injuries. In our work, the MPS-
based CSDM was used to develop the unique mouse-to-human scaling laws. 
The fixed impact duration of around 1.5 ms used in this study for Type 1 scaling has been 
used in models of rat TBI [97]. In addition, several rotational injury devices have been 
developed to induce mTBI in brain by exerting rotation [113-115]. In these studies, 
mouse post-injury behavior was examined through various methods such as elevated plus 
maze and rotarod performance tests. As various injury devices deliver different impact 
durations, we have expanded our scaling laws to accommodate both slightly changed 
durations (Type 2) and largely changed durations (Type 3). In all these Type 1, 2, and 3 
scaling laws, the agreements between human and mouse brain strains were reached. 
Table 6 summarizes example cases of using the scaling laws developed in this study. For 
example, to induce mouse head impacts that mimics a 5 krad/s2 & 10-ms flexion loading 
to the human head, various combinations of laboratory settings could be used such as 193 











Mouse head kinematics combinations 
Mouse head  
Peak rot acceleration – duration – peak rot velocityb 
Duration (ms) 



















390-0.75-186 115-3-220 77-4.5-221 
Note. aThe unit is rad/s – ms; bThe unit is krad/s2 – ms – rad/s. 
3.6 Conclusion 
To facilitate developing and understanding laboratory closed-head mouse mTBI 
experiments, which are designed to study human mTBI, we conducted a total of 201 
simulations to investigate mouse and human brain strains during various impacts. Our 
data supported scaling human rotational velocity by 5.8, 4.6, and 6.8 under 
flexion/extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation, respectively, for mouse laboratory 
experiments. We also found that traditionally used mass-based or same-stress-same-
velocity scaling laws did not apply to human-to-mouse brain injury scaling. Meanwhile, 
it should be noted that the application of the above scaling parameters best fit for mouse 
head impact durations of 1 to 2 ms, while with longer impact durations, larger scaling 





Chapter 4  
4 Development of a Marmoset Brain Finite Element 
Model 
4.1 Abstract 
Laboratory animal traumatic brain injury (TBI) models are widely used to investigate the 
complex neuropathological effects after TBI. Among all animals, non-human primates 
(NHPs) share the majority of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequences and evolutionary 
traces as humans, with similar brain structures and injury pathologies between the both. 
In these NHPs, marmoset as the small type can undergo established transgenic/genome 
editing technologies, and hence can potentially serve as an effective animal model to 
study human TBI. To design a laboratory marmoset TBI model, a marmoset finite 
element (FE) brain model will be helpful. Hence, first, the marmoset brain and skull 
geometric data were obtained. Then, the feature-based multi-block approach was 
adopted to develop high-quality elements representing complex characteristics of the 
marmoset brain, including 21 brain anatomical regions such as the cortex, corpus 
callosum, cerebellum, brain stem thalamus, hypothalamus, pia, arachnoid, dura, 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and three-layer skull. Lastly, rotational head motions along 
three anatomical axes were simulated to develop a new scaling law between marmoset 
and human TBI. Results demonstrated that applying scaling factors of 2.16, 2.04, and 
1.98 to human head rotational velocities under flexion, lateral bending, and axial 
rotation, respectively, reproduced strain loading in the marmoset brain similar to that of 
the human brain under mild TBI-relevant impacts. 
4.2 Introduction 
Various laboratory animal traumatic brain injury (TBI) models have been developed and 
are being widely used. These animal TBI models include open-skull controlled cortical 
impact (CCI), open-skull fluid percussion injury (FPI), closed-head weight drop impact 
acceleration injury, and blast-induced brain injury. These animal models covered 





subjects [53]. Among them, the most used are rodents including mice and rats, because of 
the advantages such as low cost and high reproducibility. Other larger animals such as 
swine and sheep have brains that are more comparable with the human brain in size, 
though the morphological and physiological heterogeneity and the high cost make large 
animals less popular for extensive studies of TBI [116]. 
Non-human primate (NHP) brains are more similar to human brains. The close biological 
kinship between NHP and human have already existed for 70 to 83 million years [117, 
118].  The neural circuit and cognitive competence have changed during natural selection 
[119]. As a result, NHPs are considered an effective alternative in studying human brain 
pathology. Pioneering NHP TBI experiments have been conducted using rhesus monkeys 
[120], squirrel monkeys [121] and olive baboon [122], while marmoset TBI remains to be 
developed.  
Marmoset, also referred to as Callithrix jacchus, belongs to one of the five new world 
(platyrrhine) primate families called Callitrichidae. There are more than 20 species, and 
most of them are small in size. Their body weight ranges from approximately 85 g 
(pygmy marmoset) to 860 g (Goeldi's marmoset). Also, the compact brain is suitable for 
the comprehensive analysis of neural circuits. Moreover, the frontal lobe of marmoset 
brain is more developed and more similar to that of human than other animals. In addition, 
marmoset has the characters of quick propagation with an average of 143 to 144 days 
[123], and a shorter lifetime than other large primate spices. Marmoset was chosen as the 
main focus of the brain/MINDS (Brain Mapping by Integrated Neurotechnologies for 
Disease Studies) national project in Japan. The goal of the brain/MINDS project was to 
develop a marmoset brain mapping for neuroscience study [29]. The MRI images of 
averaged marmoset brain template [27] provided a unique opportunity for finite element 
(FE) brain model development. 
Brain strains, which are the direct cause of neuronal damage, could be studied for both 
animal and human TBI using finite element (FE) head models. Though physical models 
were used by researchers like Holbourn et al. [124], Margulies et al.[125], and Meaney et 





128], become a powerful and widely used tool. Since early 3-D, high-quality WSUBIM 
(WayneState University brain injury model) [129] and the KTH model [130], more 
human head models have been developed and even compared in a single study [131], in 
which 8 human FE brain models ([43, 47, 100, 132-136]) were used, including global 
human body model consortium (GHBMC) [47], imperial college model (IC) [132], 
kungliga tekniska högskolan (KTH) model [100], position and personalize advanced 
human body models for injury prediction (PIPER) model [133], simulated injury monitor 
(SIMon) model [43], total human model for safety (THUMS) model [134], university 
college dublin brain trauma model (UCDBTM) [135] and worcester head injury model 
(WHIM) [136]. 
Aside from human FE head models, animal FE head models have also been developed, 
though less in quantity compared to human FE models. Animal FE head models were 
developed for species used in laboratory, including rat [49], mouse [137], monkey [138], 
swine [139], and sheep [140]. For the NHP brain model, Tushar et al. recently developed 
a rhesus monkey head model, which simulates the brain cerebrum, cerebellum, stem, CSF, 
and skull [141]. The cerebrum structure was divided into white and grey matters. The 
main anatomy such as the corpus callosum, thalamus, and surface cortex was 
distinguished. Jacobo et al. developed a macaque head and neck FE model to study 
concussion criteria [45]. The same model was modified to a baboon model using a 
morphing technique. So far, a marmoset FE head model has yet to be reported. 
This study aimed to develop a detailed and high-quality marmoset brain model, 
consistent with existing high-quality human and animal head models. The developed 
marmoset brain model was then combined with the previous human brain model to 
develop brain-strain-based scaling laws to help future marmoset TBI experiments. We 
hypothesized that the scaling factors between marmoset and human brain injury along all 
three rotational axes (coronal, lateral bending, and sagittal plane) could be similar due to 






4.3.1 FE Marmoset Brain Model Development 
4.3.1.1 Mesh Development 
The marmoset brain geometry was developed based on magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) data in the RIKEN BSI research database [142], which represents the population-
averaged standard template of the common marmoset brain. Main brain structures include 
white matter components, gray matter components, CSF, and the skull (Figure 4-1a and 
1b). The 3D-Slicer [143] was used to convert MRI images to geometry model (Figure 
4-1c). The feature-based multi-block approach [86] in ANSYS ICEM CFD (ANSYS, 
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.) was used to create blocks (Figure 4-1d). This blocking 
technique avoided large angular distortions that usually happened at elements near curved 
brain surfaces or junctions. Another advantage of this block method is that the whole 
geometry was divided into relatively small blocks, fitting to the complex brain surfaces 
without compromising mesh quality. Besides, the mesh density can be controlled in each 
block, which means that the blocks are ready for flexible mesh size adjustment. After the 
block system was set up, high-quality hexahedral meshes were generated (Figure 4-1e). 
Then, the generated hexahedral mesh file was exported to HyperMesh (Altair 
Engineering, Troy, Michigan, United States) for adding skull, CSF, and meninge 
elements (Figure 4-1f). The mass of the FE brain model was checked to be consistent 
with literature data which was 8.15 grams [144]. The brain FE model is 31.8 mm in 
length and 24.2 mm in width, which is based on images. The pia, arachnoid, and dura 
membranes were modeled as shell elements, and CSF layers were modeled as the solid 
element which was offset from the pia shell layer. The thickness of the CSF layer was 
based on MRI images in the RIKEN BSI research database [142] with an average 
thickness of 0.33 mm. The skull thickness was also derived from images (Courtesy of Dr. 
Stefan Everling ’s group) with an average thickness of 0.7 mm. The skull model has three 
layers. Finally, the FE brain model was undergoing rotational loading exercises to check 
its stability (Figure 4-1g) and analyze its strain predictions to check that there were no 
artificial strain predictions (Figure 4-1h). The final marmoset head model is composed of 





hypothalamus, pia, arachnoid, dura, CSF and three-layer skull. The dimension and 
location of brain functional regions were referenced to atlases developed by Liu et al. 
[145] and Senoo et al. [146]. 
 
Figure 4-1 The flow diagram of the development of marmoset brain FE model. 
4.3.1.2 Material property 
Human and non-human primates share similar anatomical, cellular and genetic features, 
central nervous system tissues in human can be seen as a highly similar substitute for 
non-human primate brain tissue. With the lack of study related to marmoset brain tissue 





50th percentile male head model [47]. The densities of the brain, membrane, and skull 
bone were also referred to that in human. The total mass of the marmoset head model is 
11.84 g, with 8.15 g for the brain model, 2.83 g for the skull model, 0.69 g for CSF, 0.17 
g for the membranes. The brain model weight is consistent with literature about average 
male marmoset brain weight [147], for which a total of 82 male marmosets were 
measured immediately after euthanasia. 
4.3.1.3 Mesh quality check 
The mesh quality was assessed through several metrics. The first metric is Jacobian ratio, 
which monitors the distortion on element shape in comparison with an ideal shape 
element. For hexahedral element, the ideal shape is a cube, while for quadrilateral 
element, the ideal shape is a square. The ideal element will have a Jacobian ratio of 1, and 
worse quality will drop the number. The second metric is warpage, which checks how 
much a quadrilateral shell element or element faces in hexahedral element deviates from 
being planar, and worse quality will increase the number. In addition, the aspect ratio is 
the measure of an element’s deviation from having all sides of equal length, a high aspect 
ratio can be found in slender elements. And the skew angle checks the angle between the 
normals of opposite edges, higher skew angle means worse mesh quality. 
In total, 136,096 elements including 117,176 hexahedral and 18,920 quadrilateral shell 
were developed with high quality. For 3D hexahedral elements, all Jacobian values are 
above 0.56. The minimum element length is 0.040802 mm. 4% of elements have warpage 
of over 10 (maximum warpage is 41.4). All elements have an aspect ratio below 11.16. 
Two percent (2%) of elements have a minimum angle of less than 45 deg (minimum 
interior angle is 26.2 deg). 2% of elements have a maximum angle above 135 deg 
(maximum interior angle is 154.1 deg). 4% of elements have a skew angle above 40 deg 
(maximum skew angle is 62.0 deg). 
For 2D quadrilateral elements, 0.3% of elements have a Jacobian less than 0.85 
(minimum Jacobian is 0.77). 0.8% of elements have an edge length less than 0.2 mm 
(minimum length is 0.122260mm). 5% of elements have warpage over 10 (maximum 





3.7). 1% of elements have a minimum angle less than 55 deg (minimum angle is 42.7 
deg). 3% of elements have a maximum angle above 120 deg (maximum angle is 136.5 
deg). 1% of elements have a skew angle above 35 deg (maximum skew angle is 45.6 deg). 
4.3.1.4 Rotational head motion simulation 
The rotational loading was applied to the center of gravity of the head model using 
*BOUNDARY_PERSCRIBED_MOTION_SET keyword using LS-PrePost. The 
rotational acceleration kinematics was simplified and described as a half-sine curve [91]. 
The standard loading duration is set as 10 ms. For all simulations, brain strains and 
cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM) with a cut-off threshold of 0.10 strain were 
analyzed. The marmoset head rotation simulations were then compared to human head 
rotational simulations to develop scaling laws using the previously established approach. 
4.4 Results 
A detailed marmoset FE brain model was developed. Using the developed model, a total 
of 39 simulations were computed. 15 for identifying the effect of small changes in injury 
duration, and 24 for evaluating the effect of large changes in injury duration. In addition, 
3 typical human mTBI-relevant head impact simulations were conducted. A typical 
human head injury simulation took 2 CPUs approximately 8 hours to complete, while a 
marmoset brain model injury simulation took 2 CPUs approximately 3 hours to complete.  
4.4.1 Strain-Based Scaling 
The scaling factors of head peak rotational velocity for flexion, lateral bending, and axial 
rotation were found to be similar, which were 2.16, 2.04, and 1.98 respectively (Table 7). 
This is consistent with our previous assumption.  
Table 7 Simulation results of mouse brain model and scaling factors between human 
and marmoset. 



















36-3 184 0.74 2.16 31.8 0.74 
40-2.7  0.76    
Lateral 
bending 
30-3.4  0.60    
34-3 146 0.62 2.04 31.8 0.62 
36.5-2.8  0.64    
Axial 
rotation  
25-4  0.77    
33-3 215 0.80 1.98 31.8 0.80 
49.5-2  0.82    
Note. aThe unit is krad/s2 – ms; bThe unit is rad/s; cM = Marmoset (Peak rotational 
velocity), H = Human (Peak rotational velocity), Scaling factor is the ratio between 
marmoset head peak rotational velocity and human head peak rotational velocity. 
The average maximum principal strains (MPSs) from human head, marmoset brain, and 
mouse brain FE models are compared (Figure 4-2). The general pattern was that the 
average strains of the elements in the marmoset model were lower than the human and 
mouse model. The average strains for the mouse model were extremely direction-
sensitive, which were higher during flexion and axial rotation and lower in lateral 
bending. The similar shape and corresponding rotational inertia between human and 
marmoset brains made the trends the same for all three directions between the marmoset 
and human brain. The differences were less than 10% during flexion and lateral bending. 






Figure 4-2 The comparison of predicted average strain between human, marmoset 
and mouse brain models. The percentage numbers located above the bar indicate 
the ratio when being compared to human cases.  
4.4.2 Strain Distribution in Marmoset Brain 
The predicted MPS in marmoset anatomical parts is generally lower (Figure 4-3). During 
flexion, the highest MPS (0.34) was found in the brainstem area, while there were lower 
strains in the cerebellum (0.31) and cortex (0.30). In lateral bending, the highest strain 
was also found in the brainstem (0.28). The cerebellum and cortex both reached a 
maximum principal strain of 0.27. In axial rotation, the cortex experienced the highest 





thalamus, and corpus callosum experienced strains around 0.
 
Figure 4-3 Predicted strain distribution.  (a)(b)(c) Maximum principal strains for 
various brain regions in three rotational orientations including flexion, lateral 
bending, and axial rotation, respectively. (d) Predicted strain contour of three 
models in three rotational orientations. 
4.5 Discussion 
A unique marmoset FE brain model was developed using the multi-block approach to 
represent complex brain geometry with high-quality hexahedral elements. The marmoset 
FE model was then used to derive scaling factors for designing future marmoset TBI 
experiments. Our data suggested that marmoset could potentially be a valid TBI model 
when applying a scaling factor of around 2 to the collected human mTBI head rotational 





are around 4 to 6, because the marmoset brain is around 20 times heavier in weight than 
the mouse brain. This is consistent with the report that the size of the brain has direct 
relations with injury tolerance [42, 148]. 
The predicted regional strains in marmoset and human brain models were not as close as 
we would expect. The potential explanation for this discrepancy is that, different from the 
human brain for which the cerebellum is relatively separated and confined, the marmoset 
cerebellum is closer to other brain regions. Hence, the human cerebellum experienced 
much less strains compared to other regions while the marmoset cerebellum experienced 
similar strains as the cortex. 
There are several limitations of the current study. First, Human possess gyrencephalic 
brains featured with sulci and gyri on the brain surface, while this phenomenon is not 
significant in marmoset and rodent, as they belong to lissencephalic species and have a 
smooth cortex surface. Based on the literature, there exists a debate about whether the 
sulci and gyri protect the brain during impact or deteriorate the situation. One study 
compared the model without sulci and the model with sulci under the same rotational 
acceleration impulse, and showed that the presence of sulci reduced the average 
maximum principal strain by 12 percent [149]. Another research suggested that the 
presence of sulci and gyri would facilitate stress concentration and stress increase [150]. 
Nevertheless, both studies emphasized the role of sulci and gyri in influencing the 
severity of brain injury. Both marmoset brain model and the GHBM model were treated 
with smooth brain surfaces without gyri and sulci. Hence, the effect of gyri/sulci could 





Second, the falx cerebri and tentorium cerebelli structures could be developed in 
marmoset FE model (Figure 4-4). In the future improvement, scaling method or 
measurement is needed to get the accurate thickness and location of membranes for the 
model definition. 
 
Figure 4-4 Mesh of falx and tentorium. 
Third, there lacks experimental data, such as high-speed X-ray experiments [151-153] or 
brain surface deformation [154] to validate marmoset model predictions. Nevertheless, 
the high-quality hexahedral meshes were used together with established human brain 
material properties, which could help to predict reliable brain responses and establish 
meaningful scaling parameters.  
4.6 Conclusions 
A novel, 3D marmoset brain FE model was developed, representing 21 head anatomical 
components. The mesh quality of the model was ensured by adopting the feature-based 
multi-blocks technique to generate hexahedral meshes. 39 marmoset head rotations were 
simulated and used to develop the strain-based scaling law. Our calculations suggested 
that scaling the human peak rotational velocities with factors of 2.16, 2.04, and 1.98 for 
flexion, lateral bending, and axial rotation, respectively, would achieve identical brain 
strain response in marmoset and human brains. In the future, this marmoset brain FE 










Chapter 5  
5 Conclusion and Future Work 
5.1 Summary 
5.1.1 How Laboratory Animal TBI Models Mimic Real-World 
Human Brain Injury Scenarios 
Traditional laboratory animal TBI models were developed without knowing brain strain 
responses, which are the direct causes of neuronal damage. Such limitation was addressed 
in this study. A novel GS method was developed to objectively quantify the focal-diffuse 
characteristics of brain injury, while traditionally whether a brain injury is categorized as 
diffuse or focal was done by subjective observation. We introduced two logics behind the 
GS method. First, the snake should always “eat” the element near it with the largest strain. 
Second, the snake could only go somewhere else after sweeping all elements at the focal 
injury spot. Doing so, we provided a novel and objective method to evaluate how diffuse 
a brain injury is. All of the animal and human TBI cases except for CCI showed some 
diffuse injury patterns. Concussion during football and whiplash during car accidents 
displayed a very similar diffuse pattern, which is because the rotational kinematics played 
a major role in these injuries.  
In addition, the strain and strain rate were evaluated based on data extracted from six 
brain anatomical components. Our data indicate that human brain injury scenarios have 
somehow similar strain and strain rate levels, while, laboratory animal models showed 
much larger variances. This finding did not negate the contribution of traditional animal 
TBI models. Moreover, it is to emphasize the importance to be more human TBI relevant. 
Closed-head model such as CHIMERA was found to produce diffusion, strain, and strain 
rates most close to those experienced in human mTBI scenarios. 
5.1.2 Brain-Strain-Based Scaling Law 
Given the previous analysis, the brain-strain-based scaling law for closed-head mouse 





brain mass-based scaling and equal stress/velocity scaling was evaluated. To facilitate 
developing and understanding laboratory closed-head mouse mTBI experiments, which 
are designed to study human mTBI, we a total of 201 simulations were conducted to 
investigate mouse and human brain strains during various impacts. The CSDM 10 metric 
was used to evaluate brain injury severity. CSDM shows the volume proportion of 
elements that experienced MPS over the threshold and the number of it represents the 
overall brain damage. And the scaling factor was described as the ratio of rotational 
velocity, because it has the best correlation with brain strain metrics [91]. Our simulation 
data indicated that scaling human rotational velocity by 5.8, 4.6, and 6.8 under 
flexion/extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation for mouse TBI model respectively to 
reach comparable strain response. And we found that the CSDM10-based brain injury 
severity had a strong positive correlation with peak rotational velocity (Nonlinear R-
squared = 1), and has a negative correlation with impact duration (Nonlinear R-squared = 
1) while the peak velocity remained the same. But the MPS of various anatomical 
components is not similar, which may due to the different brain structures. 
5.1.3 Development of Marmoset Brain FE Model 
To make scaling law fit more species, a detailed marmoset brain FE model was 
developed. The FE model consists of 21 anatomical components, three meninges, CSF, 
and three-layer skull, the brain geometry and the thickness of CSF and skull were 
developed and set based on MRI images, and the layout of all brain functional parts 
referenced to the brain atlas [146]. In total, there are 117,176 hexahedral elements and 
18,920 quadrilateral shell elements in this model, the mesh quality was checked as 
excellent, and the whole model weight was checked to be consistent with the data of real 
marmoset brain [147]. And the same method for developing brain-strain-based scaling 
law as used in chapter three was applied, and our data indicated that scaling human 
rotational velocity by 2.16, 2.04, and 1.98 under flexion/extension, lateral bending, and 
axial rotation for marmoset TBI model respectively. All scaling factors are around 2 






The brain-strain-based scaling law used CSDM10 as the injury severity evaluator. The 
strain of 0.1 usually leads to very mild axonal damage, so our scaling law is developed to 
represent human mild TBI/ concussion rather than moderate to severe brain damage.  
In addition, there lacked a direct validation study of the novel marmoset brain model. 
Nevertheless, the model was developed with great mesh quality and established human 
brain material property, which made the model fit for a marmoset-to-human scaling study. 
5.3 Future work 
5.3.1 Validation 
Even though it is true that animal TBI models provide more opportunities to validate 
animal FE models than human, there still lacked marmoset TBI study data. And the 
material properties in marmoset brain model were referenced to GHBMC model settings. 
In the future, the correlation between mechanical input, model response, and 
experimental observation needs to be tested, to see how well marmoset brain FE model 
mimics real-world head impact biomechanics. As for now, the mesh was developed in 
good quality when compared with state-of-the-art finite element brain models. In addition, 
the similarity of brain tissue materials between human and non-human primates, and the 
MRI image-extracted geometry of marmoset brain FE model make element response 
reasonable and reliable.  
In the future, clinical observations and corresponding kinematics of marmoset TBI 
experiments will be needed for validation through literature or cooperation between 
biological groups. And anatomical components division within the model has the 
potential to be more detailed and precise, which may improve the overall and local model 
responses because this will influence the proportion of gray matter to white matter. 
5.3.2 Develop a scaling equation with moment of inertia 
Current strain-based scaling law scaled rotational velocity, the scaling factors are 





Since this thesis focused on rotational loadings, the moment of inertia could  play a vital 
role to affect the brain tolerance to rotation. As shown in Table 8, the geometry disparity 
between three species is expressed by moment of inertia. Human and marmoset brains 
have more similar numbers in three directions, since they look more like a sphere shape 
in general, different from the mouse brain. Moue and marmoset brains have relatively 
lower numbers, so they required more energy to induce brain motions and then brain 
injuries. Putting moment of inertia into consideration is recommended. 





GHBMC 2.0*10-3 2.3*10-3 2.5*10-3 
Mouse 4.2*10-9 8.5*10-9 9.7*10-9 
Marmoset  5.6*10-7 4.1*10-7 6.6*10-7 
Note. X axis is along sagittal axis; Y axis is along frontal axis; Z axis 
is along longitudinal axis. a,b,cThe unit is kg*m2 
5.3.3 Regional Response Comparison Between Marmoset, Mouse 
and Human 
The regional strain values were compared in chapter three and four. The difference 
between three species was large. In the future, more brain injury metrics such as CSDM 
and average strain will be used to check injury severity in different anatomical parts.  
5.3.4 Axon Fiber FE Model Integration 
DAI is a frequent type of TBI, and the TBI symptoms getting worse when there are 
increasing amounts of damaged axons. As a result, the axonal strain becomes the most 
effective brain injury metric. Many studies integrate axon elements into the predefined 
animal or human brain FE model [155, 156], and the axonal strain will be effective to 
describe injury severity. So, in the future, human, mouse, and marmoset brain models 
with axon elements can be developed. 
5.4 Novelty, Significance and Impact of Work 
1. A novel, objective method to quantitatively evaluate the focal or diffuse properties of 
brain strain loading was developed. This method would overcome the limitations of the 





systematic comparison of various laboratory and real-world TBI cases to better 
understand TBI and better design laboratory animal TBI models.  
2. Strain and strain rate responses between commonly used laboratory animal TBI model 
and real-world relevant human TBI cases were first systematically compared. The data 
demonstrated the limitations of traditional TBI models such as open-skull CCI in 
producing extremely high strain rates. Such knowledge would help better understand 
existing animal TBI models and promote future closed-head TBI experiments. 
3. Brain-strain-based scaling relations among three species (human, mouse and marmoset) 
were developed. Traditional scaling law mainly took brain size and head kinematics into 
consideration [42, 43]. But with more brain injury mechanisms being revealed, it has 
been found that the axon strain directly affects symptoms and severity [157]. Our scaling 
law can make sure that brain tissues in all species experience a similar level of stretch 
which will lead to comparable clinical outcomes. And since the scaling law took the ratio 
of rotational velocity as scaling factor, we offered a guideline for researchers to design 
human TBI relevant animal experiments in lab. 
4. This is the first study that developed a detailed and high-quality marmoset brain FE 
model. Such a model was used to derive scaling laws for marmoset TBI, which would 
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